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BOOK OF THE WEEK
I discovered a fantastic resource for librarians
and readers this week - NetGalley allows you to
request proof copies of books which are due to
be published soon and read them first! A
librarian's dream, especially when I'm always
looking for new things to recommend to our
young people! I was very excited to see the
upcoming title from Non Pratt on there. Every
Little Piece of My Heart is a story about
relationships, grief, the nature of sadness and
heartbreak, and growing up. It sounds like a
typical "teen" book, but it is beautifully written
and characterised.

ONLINE RESOURCE OF THE WEEK

www.nms.ac.uk/museum-at-home/

The National Museums of Scotland have launched a
dedicated series of web pages to support subjects and
lessons across the Scottish curriculum. There are films,
videos, lesson plans, activities and online exhibits.
Resources are divided by primary and secondary, and
mainly cover topics across Social Subjects, Modern
Languages and STEM. Resources are updated regularly and
there are free newsletters to sign up to for alerts about
newly released materials.

Contact: niwilson@edubuzz.org
Library Google classroom code: xgxyhat
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www.completeissues.co.uk
USERNAME: NBHSLibrary
PASSWORD: north2015
Please note the username and password are case
sensitive.
Complete Issues provides you with relevant articles and
statistics for your research in a quick and easy way.
Complete Issues helps you find reliable information;
supports the whole curriculum; ensures students search
successfully - results will be relevant and appropriate;
respond to news items and discussions with informed
opinion and reliable figures, plus it is updated throughout
the year. It is easy to use and readily available at home
and on mobile devices.
Articles and statistics are fully searchable or can be
browsed through grouped topic areas. There are also
specific Focus Guides, which gather together all the
relevant articles for a specific topic, such as Plastics,
Animal Research and Prisons.
Complete Issues is a great companion resource to Issues
Online and fantastic for essay and talks research. Most
suited to S3-6.

